Amazonian Invasion Induced
By Lord's Modern Pied Piper

Hark! Men of Kenyon (our Mother)! An explanation for the amazing events of Friday afternoon has been wrung from the Office of the Dean. holocaust will be described. It was a fateful afternoon when we all succumbed so ignominiously to the unexpected Amazonian onslaught in which we were defeated. From whence had these hordes of female materialized? Why did they come just when we were about to enjoy the usual plaudits and ed platitude entertainment of Dance Weekend? I smelled a rat; and I was not far wrong. It was Danie himself — our P.C.W.O.L.E.E.T. (Protector of Class Warfare) and Other Long Established Kenyon Traditions was behind the affair. He had endeavored to add a bit of sparkle to the usually drab weekend parties, and the spirit-crushing raid of Friday was the result.

It was on Wednesday that he set out on his quest; of course, the radical audacity which drove the Dean to seek (of all things) WOMEN for the Weekend would have been rigorously censored by the student council — but they were ignorant of his scandalous plan. Thus, the modern pied piper arose!

What fascination did he use to draw the girls here? Was it a garb that would impress with goods in our Commons kitchen? Hardly. He had attached a platform to his car, above which was a monster sign reading: COME TO KENYON AND OBTAIN SIMILAR FREE SAMPLES. And there, poised gracefully on the platform, were two of Kenyon's highest types of male students; together Cameron and Bonzo bowed and smiled, soon the women gathered. In the Dean's words, "Before long the mattering grew to a grumbling, and the grumbling grew to a mighty rumbling, and out of the houses the girls came tumbling." On to Bexley they marched, the crown swelling with every step. Arriving at the college gates several thousand strong, hardly one among them knew of the formal Friday night from 11:00 to 1:00, nor of the semi-formal from 10:00 to 2:00 on Saturday night; they (Continued on back page)

A Tale, Long After Alice
With Apologies to English Majors

Twas Chalmers, and the Board of Trucks
Did move and wade in the From, choir
All greasy were the black white-bucks,
And spilled were spirits in the dorms.

"Beware the Sutcliffe bird, my son,
The cynic that bites, the dooms that shake;" Beware the keen Coffin, and shun The neuro-senate timberlake.

He took his Kenyon mug in hand;
Longtime his Ransomed foe be seed,
Then languished he by Bocley Hall,
And laid a while and recked.

And while, as pseudo-sigh-yo, he pok'd,
The Sutcliffe bird with well-patched tweed Came hopping by with mild rebuke,
And chose this dissolute to bleed.

One! Two! One! Two! His literate bird was swiftly steved.
When the Kenyon mug went slipper-slip.

"Beware the Sutcliffe bird, my son"
Brother Warner will visit them on Saturday night.-Friday night, however, as Branch Tommy of the Albegra chapter would say, "The lights go on again over the world." Lighting West Wing will therefore be in time to visit West Wing this weekend.

Alphas Delta Phi

Friday afternoon will see room parties in the West Wing, and with highball in hand, on Friday evening the brotherhood and their dates will listen to Bob Lambert. Brother Lambert will give an account of West Wednesday night as a testimonial for a lecture entitled "Living, Loving, and Their Relation to Time and Essence." It is hoped that Dr. Willard will be in time to make the party for the Combo party, the collective endeavor of the Beta, Delta, Alpha Chi, Phi Psi, and Psi. Phi Psi will be present Saturday at two P. M. This will be held in South Leonardi. Saturday evening will be an even more solemn one, the famous Scotch and Bourbon, but no chaperon, so we will visit some of our other clubs, but who the lucky division will be has not been decided at the time of this writing. The boys will say in Fig. "Apres la danse, le deluge," or another combo party in the East Wing. The lights will be turned on at 8 P. M. and the party will end. Brother will sit in the halls of the Fraternity and watch the dancers, and the Beta, and Alpha Delta will watch the Richdale party. The boys will watch the God will wash from the Heavens and the hill will walk on the Rhine. Komm Comm Grythall's watch is broken.

Pui Upson

Cocktails will be the story of the evening at North Leonard. Cameron Sanders found some delicious new drinks the other day and is eager to try them out. Of course the Psi U's will drink beer at the dance and the combo parties, but when ever possible there will be cocktails around. Six dates are set for the weekend and six are estimated to be present at almost any time drinking cocktails. Helping the Psi U's drink beer at the details of Friday night will be Mary and Ray Englar. They, too, have a cocktail party planned.

Pui Upson is planning to buy a new beer tap, and they are having their piano fixed. Dr. Schwartz is considerably invited to play the piano and have a cocktail any time he wishes.

The Psi U's plan to have a party for the Psi U's Saturday night. Paul Belin wrecked his car last weekend. SIC TRANSIT GLORIA MUNDI (Gloria drinks cocktails on Monday).

Delta Tau Delta

Thursday night there will be... all hang out for Dance Week end. Bob Stewart plans to run the fun Friday night by trying to get his hands too his beloved off the olives from the mar- tini of unsuspecting imbeciles. Others will be drinking whiskey sour and malta but, they are safe since Sto's doesn't care for maraschino cherries. On Saturday the Delta will bring their twenty-four dates and set the combo party in South Leonardi and Saturday evening they will wash away the taste of beer with seaweed. The Grahams and Ritcheson will chaperon Friday night, and somebody else will take charge Saturday night. Taking part in the festivities will be Kenyon alumni coming in the evening space Bill Dettinger.

Beta Theta Pi

Dance Weekend for the Betas begins with Joe Cub's open house party. The whole event will be laid on this fair. The menu will consist of champagne (Piper-Heidsieck and Mumm), and Dave Bailey will aerate under glass. Bourbon will enliven South Leonardi both Friday and Saturday nights. The George and the Banker Browns will chaperon. On Saturday afternoon, course, the Betas will go to the combo party in their par- don, and drink lots of beer. The dance on Saturday the Betas will adjourn to a combo party in East Wing. Chad Vogt plans to celebrate his 21st birthday at the Church of the Holy Spirit. Mercrene is looking forward to Wednesday this week because he has no longer sisters. South Leonardi is busy looking for a date for Jim Hughes, for its lost beer mug, and for Bill Lowry's pants which he lost while making a telephone call.

Betts in the news: Roger Alling is going out for Under Fives. Delta Tau Delta will have a birthday party for Frank Vogt. Because the Betas stay on the Betas to rush in the closets.

Sigma Pi

Don Marsh will study Dance and Date issues at the Sigma Pi's, their dates, and Barry Cub's sister Cookie in the Joe Cub's. The dance will begin at 8 p.m. and gin will be served at the faculty reception Friday even- ing, and gin ryeches will be served Saturday night. The Peeps will party with the Phi Kaps at a combo party in South Leonardi Saturday night, and there will be room here parties and there. Gus Dalsia is in love with four girls and one fourth of his love will be here this weekend.

Grover Whalen Thomasene will be here for the weekend, Gollies! Cary Warriner is invok- ing combinations and conclusions at his nightly scenes. The presence of spirits from this week has so upset the Smith that he will not eat of bed last weekend. Buckets has been busy in the house for a retention for Jim Ursen and Mr. King, and believe it or not, Henry Price has a date. Buckets urges everybody to patronize the la- crosse team by eating lots of refreshments at the frattical game. Sigma Pi is getting more ears (4-count 'em) in a spite of the fact that Wilson wrecked his daddy's Chrysler and his daddy kicked his hot rod.

Phi Kappa Sigma

Working with a budget of $600, Jim Staub has managed to get things in place. With dancing and drinking the watchwords, the Phi Kaps plan to have whiskey sour and cocktails Saturday night. Satur- day will see them combing with the Peeps from one until four (open), and then they will don their fin in an Hawaiian Beach party (clo- thee). Jim and Jack will be in charge, Tom Collins will visit North Hanna (open) and after the dance he will return to the scene at the frattical game (open). After Mr. Collins de- parts, a keg will be tapped. North Hanna will accordingly have many yards in the summer. But that's not all. Sunday afternoon, when the others have left the campus, the Phi Kaps will start all over again with frozen daiquiris (closed). Pu- per will be held Sunday evening.

Lake Erie College will be well represented in North Hanna, and visitors from Ohio State will be on campus for the weekend.

Delta Phi

Stewart Cole plans to an- nounce a slight indisposition in a near future but Wide Hanna is all set to go. Cocktails will start them off, and fortified with martini and old fashioned, the door to Middle Hanna will be closed and one section of the room will be dedicated to the army. At a late hour Delta Phi will dance to the Dance, and other Phi Kaps' dance will be at Bucolic Knox County from a haywagon.

Nursing their hay fever and studying Dance issues at Delta Phi will cross the Rubicon to South Leonardi, where they will party with the Alpha Alphas, Betas, and Deltas, at the Combo party. Recreasing the great divide, the Delta Phi's will drink highballs before sampling Peerce Hall 3.2.

Archon

An empirical study of the parental rules of various in- stitutions of higher learning, located in that portion of the U. S. A., commonly called the East, has been occupied by Roderick French recently. Mr. French believes that the rules of the Archon are not conducive to much except envy, so he plans to show this envy in some very old lore served by Kenyon's newest fraternity Friday evening.

Saturday afternoon the Archon will settle down with set-up and then with the first cast ing of evening's darkness, shadows, they will really start to drink.

Middle Kenyon

Ma Kappa will party Friday and Saturday nights. Richard Tryon and friend will see that things are kept on an even keel. On Friday evening, Punch and Panther Sweat will be served Saturday evening and ice cream will be served after the Saturday dance.

Back for the festivities are Slim and wife, Dalt Thomas and Lavy K, and Driving Dan Kramer will stash (naturally) to Columbus over the weekend and bring back lots of hot punch for the dwellers of the fourth floor.

Back recently came Pete Ross, fell to see Aper. He didn't stay long after.
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